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This presentation provides a summary of the experience gained by Banca d’Italia, the Italian Central Bank, in designing and managing big tables
in a large size Data Sharing Group. We will describe the UTS PBG table design choice firstly adopted, the performance and maintenance issues
experienced with UTS PBG and the way in which the UTS PBR permitted to convert a potential defeat in a success story. This presentation will
allow you to get to know the pros and cons of respectively UTS PBG/PBR implementation and will hopefully help you to do the best design
choice when your project requires managing big tables.
The content of this presentation applies to Db2 10 and 11 for z/OS.
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The Bank's organizational structure is composed by multiple branches managed by a Governing Board.
The Governing Board implements the strategic, management and operational policies.
The audit and legal functions are directly under the Governing Board. The Financial Intelligence Unit has an autonomous position.
The different branches reflects the main activities carried on by Banca d’Italia:
State treasury service, banking and financial supervision, banknote circulation, payment system services and economic analysis.
The different branches are located in the regional capitals and in some provincial capitals and operate at 3 levels: local, national and
international.
At the local level, the Bank executes statistical surveys.
At international level, the Bank has representative offices in London, New York and Tokyo and has also officers in some Italian embassies and
consulates.
I work into the IT Department, in the IT Development Unit where I’m responsible of all Db2 aspects in the new projects.
As such I would like to share with you the experience I gained working on the development of an high transactional system on a 3-way Data
Sharing installation.
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Banca d‘Italia Disclaimer
The information contained in this presentation is distributed AS IS.
The use of this information or the implementation of any of these
techniques is your responsibility and depends on your ability to
evaluate and integrate them into unique operational environment.
There is no guarantee that the same or similar results will be obtained
elsewhere.
When attempting to adapt these techniques to your environment, do
so at your own risk.
The information contained in this presentation is distributed AS IS.
The use of this information or the implementation of any of these techniques is your responsibility and depends on your ability to evaluate and
integrate them into your unique operational environment.
There is no guarantee that the same or similar results will be obtained elsewhere.
When attempting to adapt these techniques to your environment, do so at your own risk.
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Agenda
1. Db2 table space types
2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
4. Conclusions

Based on the experience gained working on
a 3-way Db2 for z/OS Data Sharing Group V10 and V11
In order to develop an high-performance Db2 application, it is of outmost importance to carefully design the physical data model exploiting all
the Db2 potential.
One of the key factors to fully exploit Db2 functionalities consists into the choice of the table space type that best suits the application
requirements.
Aim of this presentation is to show the limitations and the benefits of different table space types offered by Db2 for z/OS and to give hints and
tips on the approach to follow in order to fully exploit Db2 table spaces possibilities.
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1. Db2 table space types
• Relational Data table spaces:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Simple table space (deprecated, creation not supported anymore)
Classic Segmented table space (deprecated)
Classic Partitioned table space (deprecated)
Universal (UTS) table space (introduced in V9)
• Partition-by-Range (PBR)
• Partition-by-Growth (PBG)

• Unstructured Data table spaces:
• Large object (LOB) table space
• XML table space
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A table space consists of a number of VSAM linear data sets in which tables are actually stored. Every table is stored in a table space.
There are many different types of table spaces in Db2, and they can be grouped into 2 main categorizations:
-

Table spaces to hold relational data, i.e. tables with rows and columns

-

Table spaces to hold unstructured data, i.e. any data that can not be referable in rows and columns, such as XML textual data or LOB binary
data.

Regarding Unstructured data, DB2 offers:
- Large object table spaces
Large object (LOB) table spaces (also known as auxiliary table spaces) hold large object data, such as graphics, video, or large text strings. If your
data does not fit entirely within a data page, you can define one or more columns as LOB columns.
- XML table spaces
An XML table space stores an XML table.
In this presentation we will mainly focus on relational data, and consequently on Relational Data table spaces.
As Db2 is a relational DBMS, in the last 34 years life, Db2 developed many different relational table spaces types, even more sophisticated, in
order to fulfill the even more challenging market requests:
•

Simple table spaces (deprecated)

•

Segmented table spaces (deprecated)

•

Partitioned table spaces (deprecated)

•

Universal (UTS) table spaces
You can combine the benefits of segmented space management with partitioned table space organization by using universal (UTS) table
spaces. Universal (UTS) table spaces use a combination of partitioned and segmented table space schemes and they come in 2 flavours,
Partitioned by Growth and Partitioned By Size
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1. Db2 table space types
1.1 Simple table space

Once upon a time there was a simple table space ….

• Rows intermixed on the pages  performance problems !!!
• No PARTITIONS – No SEGSIZE  Deprecated
• Creation not supported anymore  Today not more recoverable!!!
• …unless DSN1COPY – XLAT and other terrible and tricky things …
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With the first few releases of Db2 the only option was to store one or more tables in a simple table space.
A simple table space was neither partitioned nor segmented and the maximum size of a Simple table space was 64 GB.
The rows were intermixed on the pages, which could cause a performance problem because Db2 must read the data for all tables in the table
space, not just the data for the table of interest:
if you have several tables in a simple table space, it is possible that rows from different tables interleaved on the same page and therefore,
when a page is locked, you are potentially locking rows of other tables.
IBM greatly improved upon the limitations of the simple table space with the introduction of segmented and partitioned table spaces.
As of Db2 V9 the simple table space isn't available any more and cannot be created/recovered:
IBM has highly recommended discontinuing the use of simple in favor of segmented or partitioned according to table size.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.1 Simple table space
• Check if you still have it:
SELECT DBNAME, NAME
FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE TS
WHERE PARTITIONS = 0 AND SEGSIZE = 0 AND TYPE <> O‘

• Convert as soon as possible to UTS
• Single-table  ALTER MAXPARTITIONS + REORG
• Multiple-table  Unload – Drop – Create multiple table space

• !!! MOVE AWAY FROM SIMPLE, IF ANY YET !!!
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A simple table space is neither partitioned nor segmented. The creation of new simple table spaces is not supported since Db2 v9. However,
DB2 can still use existing simple table spaces. Simple (non-UTS) table spaces are deprecated. They are still supported in Db2 11, but support
might be removed in the future. Use universal table spaces instead.
It is extremely important to identify the remaining simple table space you could have in your Db2 and convert to last UTS table space querying
the Db2 Catalog:
SELECT DBNAME, NAME
FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE TS
WHERE PARTITIONS = 0 AND SEGSIZE = 0 AND TYPE <> O'
The conversion of single-table simple table space is really simple as it can be easily carried out via an ALTER MAXPARTITION + materializing
REORG.
In case of multiple-table simple table space, unfortunately there is no other way than unload all the tables, one by one, create a new UTS
Tablespace, probably best if PBG, and then load each table in a new and separate UTS table space.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.2 Classic Segmented
• Max size 64GB (as old simple one)
• Born to store more than one table, especially relatively small tables.

• Each segment contains only pages of 1 table
• No locking interference among tables
• In TS-scan, empty pages are not scanned
• During INSERTs, reads reduced via space map page

• Mass-delete faster, less logging
• If mass-delete/drop table, segment pages available immediately after commit –
no reorg required
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Classic Seg TS can grow up to 64 GB of data and can contain one or more VSAM data set.
Classic Seg TS are divided in segment were SEGSIZE is the integer representing the number of pages to be assigned to a segment; the size of a
segment can be any multiple of 4, from 4 to 64, inclusive.
Classic segmented table space are now deprecated, but they introduced a lot of advantages, most of them are really usefull still today:
-

As each segment contains only the rows from one specific table, there will be no locking interference among all the tables stored in the
same segmented table space;

-

If a table scan is performed, only the segments belonging to the accessed table are scanned, and the empty pages will not be scanned.

-

If a mass delete or a DROP table occurs, segment pages are immediately available for reuse soon after the commit, without the need to run
a REORG.

-

Mass deletes are much faster for segmented table space and produce less locking.

-

The COPY utility does not copy the empty pages left by a mass delete.

-

When inserting record, the space map page of the segmented table space reduces the number of read operations.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.2 Classic Segmented
• SEGSIZE clause ok
CREATE TABLESPACE TS-Class-Seg
IN DB1
…
SEGSIZE 32
…

• No PARTITION  Deprecated
• No hurry, but … highly suggested to convert to UTS
• Single-table  ALTER MAXPARTITIONS + REORG
• Multiple-table  Unload – Drop – Create multiple table space
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A segment can consist of 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64 pages.
The segment size is specified with SEGSIZE parameter, that specifies the number of pages contained in a segment.
In order to decide how many tables to have in a segmented table space, it was possible to use the following rule of thumb depending on the
number of foreseen pages into the table:
- from 1 to 10.000 pages  Multiple-table segmented table space
-

from 10.000 to 100.000  One-table segmented table space

-

Over 100.000 pages  Move to partitioned table space

But very early, since late 90’, IBM suggested to have only one table for table space
A table space that is segmented is useful for storing more than one table, especially relatively small tables. The pages hold segments, and each
segment holds records from only one table. Segmented (non-UTS) table spaces are deprecated. They are supported in DB2® 11, but support
might be removed in the future. Use universal table spaces instead.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.3 Classic Partitioned table space
• One table only
• Divided into parts (partitions)
• Each partition is a separate VSAM data set
• Table-controlled partitioning (V8), wherein the partitioning key and
the partition boundaries are specified in the CREATE TABLE statement
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A partitioned table space contains one table only. It is divided into parts (partitions). Each partition is stored in a separate VSAM data set.
Db2 V8 introduced table-controlled partitioning, wherein the partitioning key and the partition boundaries are specified in the CREATE TABLE
statement:
There is no need anymore to have a dedicated partitioning, partitioned, cluster index!
It is definitely possible to have only the indexes required for the query, all the partitioning is defined into the CREATE TABLE statement.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.3 Classic Partitioned table space
• Good for large volumes of data
• Table space is in smaller, more manageable pieces
• Can run utilities, commands, or SQL independently at partition level
• EA-enabled table space and index space

• Individual partitions can have different space allocations
• Can spread partitions across multiple
• Channels
• Control units

• Parallelism
• Partition scan
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There are many reasons why you would choose a partitioned table space to implement your data:
Good for large volumes of data
▪

Table space is in smaller, more manageable pieces

▪

Can run utilities, commands, or SQL independently at partition level

▪

EA-enabled table spaces and index spaces
You can enable partitioned table spaces for extended addressability (EA), a function of DFSMS, using the DSSIZE. The term for table
spaces and index spaces that are enabled for extended addressability is EA-enabled.

Individual partitions can have different space allocations
Can spread partitions across multiple
▪

Channels

▪

Control units

Enable applicative parallelism via the BIND parameter DEGREE(ANY)
Enable partition scan in case of a table space scan where only a subset of partitions are involved into the query, no kind of lock on the
partitions not involved into the query.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.3 Classic Partitioned table space
TABLESPACE definition
CREATE TABLESPACE TS-Class-Part
IN DB1
…
NUMPARTS 4
…

TABLE definition
CREATE TABLE EMPLOYEE
(EMPNO INTEGER NOT NULL,
….)
PARTITION BY (EMPNO ASC)
(PARTITION 1 ENDING AT (099),
…
PARTITION 4 ENDING AT (999))
IN DB1.TS-Class-Part
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The table-controlled partitioning is initiated by specifying specific parameters into the CREATE TABLESPACE and CREATE TABLE statement as
follows:
- the CREATE TABLESPACE statement must include the parameter NUMPARTS that specify the number of expected partitions
-

the CREATE TABLE statement must include the clause PARTITION BY that identifies the columns and values used to define the partition
boundaries

When the CREATE TABLE statement executes successfully, the definition of the table is complete, i.e. data can be inserted into the table.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.3 Classic Partitioned table space
• No SEGSIZE  Deprecated
• No hurry, but … highly suggested to convert to UTS
• Single-table  ALTER SEGSIZE + REORG
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A table space that is partitioned stores a single table. DB2 divides the table space into partitions. Partitioned(non-UTS) table spaces are
deprecated. They are supported in DB2® 11, but support might be removed in the future. Use universal table spaces instead.
IBM strongly suggests to convert to UTS;
the conversion can be easily done via an alter of the table space specifying the SEGSIZE property:
the entire table space is placed in an advisory REORG-pending state (AREOR);
a subsequent reorganization of the entire table space will apply the pending definition changes to the definition and data of the table space.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.4 Universal Table Space (UTS)
• UTS introduced in V9, are offered in two flavours
• Partition-by-range table spaces (PBR)
• Partition-by-growth table spaces (PBG)

• Combine the advantages of
• Segmented table spaces (SEGSIZE)
• Partitioned table spaces (NUMPARTS)

• Intended to fully replace classic segmented/partitioned table spaces
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DB2 9 introduced Universal Table Space (UTS) as a new table space type.
Universal table spaces combine the advantages of both, partitioned and segmented table spaces.
There are two types of universal table spaces:
-

Partition-by-growth, intended to replace classic segmented table spaces

-

Partition-by-range, intended to replace classic partitioned table spaces
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1. Db2 table space types
1.4 UTS Partition-By-Range
• Evolution of Classic Partitioned
• Perfect mixture of partitioned and segmented table spaces

• Better space management when using varying-length rows
• Better performance in mass delete operations
• To create, specify both, NUMPARTS and SEGSIZE on CREATE TABLESPACE
15

Range-partitioned universal table spaces is the perfect mixture of partitioned and segmented table spaces.
You easily create this type of table space when you specify both keyword, NUMPARTS and SEGSIZE, in one CREATE TABLESPACE statement.
You were not allowed to use this combination of keywords in releases prior DB2 9.
Once you have created a range-partitioned table-space, you can take any action that used to be allowed on classic partitioned or classic
segmented table spaces.
However, as for regular partitioned table spaces, only one table is allowed.
Some benefits of range-partitioned table spaces are:
-

Better space management in conjunction with varying-length rows. This is because a segmented space map page has more information on
free space than a classic partitioned space map page;

-

Improved mass delete performance. Mass delete in a segmented table space organization tends to be faster than in other types of table
space organizations such as partitioned or simple table spaces.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.4 UTS Partition-By-Range
TABLESPACE definition
CREATE TABLESPACE TS-UTS-PBR
IN DB1
…
SEGSIZE 32
NUMPARTS 4
…

TABLE definition
CREATE TABLE EMPLOYEE
(EMPNO INTEGER NOT NULL,
….)
PARTITION BY (EMPNO ASC)
(PARTITION 1 ENDING AT (099),
…
PARTITION 4 ENDING AT (999))
IN DB1.TS-UTS-PBR
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The table-controlled partitioning is initiated by specifying specific parameters into the CREATE TABLESPACE and CREATE TABLE statement as
follows:
-

-

the CREATE TABLESPACE statement must include both parameters:
-

the parameter NUMPARTS that specifies the number of expected partitions

-

The parameter SEGSIZE that specifies the number of pages to be assigned to a segment; the size of a segment can be any multiple
of 4, from 4 to 64, inclusive.

the CREATE TABLE statement must include the clause PARTITION BY that identifies the columns and values used to define the partition
boundaries

When the CREATE TABLE statement executes successfully, the definition of the table is complete, i.e. data can be inserted into the table.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.4 UTS Partition-By-Range

17

Move to UTS!!!
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1. Db2 table space types
1.4 UTS Partition-By-Growth
Part 1

T1
Part 1

Part 2

Part 1

Part 2

T2
Part 3

T3

MAXPARTITIONS
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The other type of universal table space is the partition-by-growth table space.
A partition-by growth table space begins its life as a single-partition table space and automatically grows additional partitions as needed to
accommodate data growth. When the first partition fills, you will not receive a resource unavailable condition. Rather, the next partition is
created and so on. This continues up to a maximum number of partitions that you define at creation time of the table space via keyword
MAXPARTITIONS. If your table space finally reaches this maximum value, you will then receive the resource unavailable condition.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.4 UTS Partition-By-Growth
• To create specify both on CREATE TABLESPACE
• Keyword SEGSIZE
• Keyword NUMPARTS
but with MAXPARTITIONS

• MAXPARTITIONS
• Maximum accepted number
determined by
PAGE size and DSSIZE

DSSIZE GB

4KB PAGE

8KB PAGE

16KB PAGE

32KB PAGE

1-4

4096

4096

4096

4096

8

2048

4096

4096

4096

16

1024

2048

4096

4096

32

512

1024

2048

4096

64

256

512

1024

2048

128

128

256

512

1024

256

64

128

256

51219

A new keyword MAXPARTITIONS has been added to the CREATE TABLESPACE and ALTER TABLESPACE statements.
With MAXPARTITIONS you specify the maximum number of partitions to which the partition-by-growth table space may grow.
The number of partitions that you can use for MAXPARTITIONS depends upon the page size and DSSIZE that you use in your CREATE
TABLESPACE statement.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.4 UTS Partition-By-Growth
TABLESPACE definition
CREATE TABLESPACE TS-UTS-PBG
IN DB1
…
SEGSIZE 32
NUMPARTS 4
MAXPARTITIONS 50
…

TABLE definition
CREATE TABLE EMPLOYEE
(EMPNO INTEGER NOT NULL,
….)
PARTITION BY SIZE
IN DB1.TS-UTS-PBG
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The table-controlled partitioning in a PBG is initiated by specifying specific parameters into the CREATE TABLESPACE and CREATE TABLE
statement as follows:
- the CREATE TABLESPACE statement must include the parameters SEGSIZE, NUMPARTS and MAXPARTITIONS
-

the CREATE TABLE statement must include the clause PARTITION BY SIZE that identifies a PBG table

When the CREATE TABLE statement executes successfully, the definition of the table is complete, i.e. data can be inserted into the table.
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1. Db2 table space types
1.4 UTS Partition-By-Growth
• PLUS
• Segmented Data Structure  good space management and mass delete capabilities

• Partitioned Data Structure  almost all partition-level operation and parallelism, but
with some exceptions …
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HOW PBG lets to manage thousands of partitions?
From the segmented data structure, partition-by-growth table spaces inherit good space management and mass delete capabilities.
From the partitioned data structure, partition-by-growth table spaces inherit the possibility to run almost all utilites on partition level, with
some exceptions…
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1. Db2 table space types
1.4 UTS Partition-By-Growth
• MINUS
• LOAD Utility  PART keyword not valid
• No LOAD parallelism

• ALTER TABLE ADD PARTITION, ROTATE PARTITION and ALTER PARTITION not allowed
• Only NPIs allowed: partitioned indexes are not supported
• Other special consideration for PBG REORG … 
22

The following restrictions apply to partition-by-growth table spaces:
- The PART option of the LOAD utility is not supported.
- Partitions cannot be explicitly added, rotated, or altered. Therefore, ALTER TABLE ROTATE PARTITION and ALTER TABLE ALTER PARTITION
statements cannot target a partition of a partition-by-growth table space.
- Partitioned indexes are not supported.
There are some other specific consideration for the REORG on PBG…
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1. Db2 table space types
1.4 UTS Partition-By-Growth
• MINUS
• The REBALANCE option of the REORG utility is not supported
• REORG Part-level Utility  no rows flow between parts:
• data could not fit back into the part due to PCTFREE/FREEPAGE re-establishment
• not emptied parts continue to remain partially allocated – no parts reduction with
impact on INSERTs
• REORG NPIs to be separately scheduled

• REORG TS-level Utility
• if INLINE LOB and COPY on tape  AUX YES/STACK NO  huge number of virtual tape
• Bigger PBG  longer REORG elapsed
23

… as in PBG there is no partition boundaries concept:
-

the REBALANCE option of the REORG utility is not supported

-

even if the REORG part-level is admitted in PBG, it has some limitations

-

▪

data could not fit back into the part due to PCTFREE/FREEPAGE re-establishment

▪

not emptied parts continue to remain partially allocated – no parts reduction with impact on INSERTs

▪

REORG NPIs to be separately scheduled

Also the REORG TS-level of PBG has some issues
▪

if INLINE LOB and COPY on tape  AUX YES/STACK NO  huge number of virtual tape

▪

Bigger PBG  longer REORG elapsed
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1. Db2 table space types
1.4 UTS Partition-By-Growth

Remember:
Old Simple and Segmented could grow up 64GB only …
and so you should plan the maximum size of any PBG too ...
24

UTS PBG can be successfully used to easily convert deprecated single-table Simple and Segmented table spaces to UTS:
Just alter table spaces indicating MAXPARTITIONS adequate to contain data and execute the materializing REORG.
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
PBG are advertised as:
• Easily lets convert deprecated SIMPLE/SEGMENTED tablespace to UTS
• Easily lets design table spaces that do not have a suitable partitioning key
• Easily lets design tables spaces that are expected to exceed the 64 GB limit

great powers, sure… but…
25

PBG are advertised as:
- Easily lets convert deprecated SIMPLE/SEGMENTED tablespace to UTS
- Easily lets design table spaces that do not have a suitable partitioning key
- Easily lets design tables spaces that are expected to exceed the 64 GB limit
But such strengths are not for free…
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger

… WITH GREAT POWERS COMES GREAT RESPONSIBILITY …
A partition-by growth table space can automatically grow up to

128 TB !!!
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As DB2 will create automatically new partitions up to MAXPARTITIONS value, and the PBG can grow up to 128 TB, it is extremely important that
when you start using partition-by-growth table spaces, you might want to start with a number for MAXPARTITIONS that is smaller than the
maximum number in order to be able to protect against run-away applications, i.e. an insert in an infinite loop, that, in the worst case and
without control, could reach 128 TB PBG limit. You can use ALTER TABLESPACE statement to increase the maximum number of partitions
allowed later on.
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.1 Degraded INSERT performance
2.2 Degraded Housekeeping
2.3 REORG issue
2.4 Lessons learned
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In this section I’ll describe the UTS PBG limitations experienced in a 3-way Data Sharing when tables get bigger
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.1 Degraded INSERT performance
INSERT FLOW

The INSERT FLOW can be decomposed into the following steps that Db2 has to perform at each INSERT.
As the INSERT involve so many steps, there are many factors that can affect the INSERT performance.
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.1 Degraded INSERT performance
• Factors affecting insert performance in each tablespace type
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insert patterns (application design)
Delete and insert
Concurrency
Data Sharing
Bufferpool tuning
Log and DB I/O performance
Table space type
Table definitions
Index definitions
Table space definition

The factors affecting performances can be summarized as follows:
-

The insert patterns chosen in the application design, that means if the application design has been able to spread the inserts into different
pages of the table or if the application design is sequential producing sequential inserts that require to be inserted all into the same index
or data pages, producing the hotspot index or data page;

-

The frequence with which the data are inserted and deleted: high frequency of delete and insert increase the table disorganization and the
table disorganization quickly degrade the insert performance;

-

The level of insert concurrency: higher is the INSERT concurrency, higher will be the probability that the same resource (data/index page)
will be required by concurrent INSERT and higher could be the locking impact, quickly degrading the performances;

-

In Data Sharing all the factors will be amplified due to the concurrent data access from multiple Db2 members;

-

Careful Bufferpool tuning has to be put in place in order to be sure to do not waste time and CPU just moving pages in and out of
bufferpools due to size limit, the bufferpool tuning should guarantee that the bufferpools have been correctly sized according to the way in
which application access and update data;

-

The I/O storage subsystem performance is directly linked with INSERT performance as Db2, version after version has become able to
manage ever bigger memory, but all changes done by Db2 in memory must definitely be written on disk and a slow I/O subsystem can be a
dangerous bottleneck slow downing the INSERT write process;

-

The physical definitions of table space, table and index could impact the insert performances:

Table space definitions
PRIQTY, SECQTY and page size should be proportionate to the expected size of the table space, as the extent increase takes time and each get
page operation is CPU costly
– LOCKSIZE
– MAXROWS
LOCKSIZE ROW together with MAXROWS 255 lets to increase insert concurrency on tables heavily inserted, but it has to be carefully
implemented in Data Sharing as LOCKSIZE ROW produces an overhead in Data Sharing p-lock, and if implemented in Data Sharing it has to be
always implemented together with MEMBER CLUSTER;
– MEMBER CLUSTER
MEMBER CLUSTER helps to alleviate the contentions during INSERT in data sharing as each member will work on dedicated space map pages,
but this parameter should be carefull evaluated on tablespaces on which the clustering order is of vital importance for SELECT
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– PCTFREE, FREEPAGE
– TRACKMOD
TRACKMOD should be set to NO in all DB2 Data Sharing installation and in general also in DB2 stand-alone installation that do
not execute incremental icopy, as TRACKMOD YES will generate a bottleneck into the space map page and TRACKMOD YES was
the old default in DB2 until version 11, so, if you don’t use incremental icopy in your DB2 installation, provide to alter all
tablespaces to TRACKMOD NO, it has no impoact and does not require a materializing REORG, but you’ll simply verify a speedup for your INSERT process.
– SEGSIZE
Bigger pages should be contained in bigger segments, so should have a larger segsize, if
you want to actually maintain clustering, because there is a better chance to store the
rows near the clustering order. On the other hand, if you have a small segsize, there is a
reduced chance of trying to maintain rows in the clustering sequence.
Table definitions
– Variable (or Compression)
– Row size
When the definition of the table is variable and changes, also the INSERT performance will change
Similarly, variable row size (i.e. containing VARCHAR fields) or compression usage can impact the INSERT performances, as it
requires extra-work on data page, to eventually re-locate rows and to compress/decompress row. The compression has been
introduced to help to reduce the space occupied by tables, but it is not for free and more CPU is required to implement
compression/decompression.
– APPEND
APPEND will let to speed up INSERT operations but with risk to waste space, so again it can positively impacts INSERT
performance, but not for free.
Index definitions
– Number of indexes
More indexes means more time required to update each index at each insert
– Clustering
The need to maintain data in cluster order requires more time during the INSERT process
– Index size / Number of keys
Bigger indexes requires more time to be managed
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.1 Degraded INSERT performance
Part 2

Part 1

Thread 1
T1

Insert
to Part 3

Thread 2
T2

Insert
to Part 3

Part 4

Part 3

Thread 4
T4

Thread 3
T3

Insert
to Part 2

Insert
to Part 3
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As explained in the previous slide, there are a lot of different factors to be evaluated on a case by case basis and have advantages and
disadvantages, but in this presentations I want to highlight on the factors that for sure negatively impacts INSERT on big tables and I
experienced that the most important one is to avoid the PBG as the Partition-by-Growth table space have a space search algorithm that can
degrade the INSERT performance in a way proportional to the size of the PBG.
The table space type impacts the performance mainly on the space search algorithm.
In a PBG, the insert will be able to reuse the free space injected by the REORG and by DELETEs, but…
Db2 has a pathological fear of growing the number of parts in a UTS PBG table space.
As per normal Db2 uses the next lowest key/rid to identify the candidate data page.
If the part is full, Db2 will spin around all the existing parts looking for space, before finally adding a new part.
So as the number of parts in a UTS PBG grows, so the overhead of space search can grow.
We experienced single PBG INSERT transactions with 2 seconds of elapsed time, that is not acceptable in a high transactional system!
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.2 Degraded Housekeeping
• PBG Housekeeping can’t benefit of Db2 utilities (i.e. LOAD part #)
• PBG Housekeeping can only be done via punctual DELETEs

• 3 Bad effects:
• Increased housekeeping elapsed
• Increased data disorganization
• Increased index disorganization

PBG Housekeeping can’t benefit of Db2 utilities (i.e. LOAD part #) as the data are spread over all the PBG partitions, but it must use punctual
DELETE with all the following disadvantages, compared to the LOAD SYSIN DUMMY approach:
▪

Increased housekeeping elapsed

▪

Increased data disorganization

▪

Increased index disorganization
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.2 Degraded Housekeeping - Increased elapsed
• PBG Housekeeping can only be done via punctual DELETEs
•
•
•
•

DELETEs elapsed proportional to the number of deleted rows
DELETEs have longest elapsed compared to Db2 utilities
DELETEs cannot be executed during INSERTs workload
DELETEs could not be executed at same INSERTs rate  ever growing PBG !

• Bigger PBG  more rows to be deleted  longer elapsed !
• The PBG housekeeping duration depends on the size of the tables and
its duration could impact the total duration of the weekly
maintenance window  OPERATIONAL ISSUE
One of the disadvantages of PBG Housekeeping is related to its elapsed that is greater than the elapsed required for PBR housekeeping:
▪

DELETEs have elapsed that is directly proportional to the number of deleted rows and it is longest compared to DB2 utilities, that can be
used in PBR instead;

▪

DELETEs cannot be executed during INSERTs workload

▪

DELETEs could not be executed at same INSERTs rate  ever growing PBG

The long duration of the housekeeping can generate serious issues on the operations side, as on huge tables the time requested to execute
the housekeeping can be greater than the planned and dedicated slot time.
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.2 Degraded Housekeeping - Increased data disorganization
• PBG Housekeeping can only be done via punctual DELETEs
• Punctual DELETEs produce “holes” inside data partitions  more
elapsed time spent into the space search algorithm of the INSERT
• More frequent REORG Tablespace-level required to resume
performance

Another disadvantage of PBG Housekeeping is the ever increasing disorganization produced inside data:
punctual DELETEs produce “holes” inside data partitions; such space can be reused by subsequent INSERT, but requires more elapsed time
spent into the space search algorithm of the INSERT into PBG.
More frequent REORG Tablespace-level required to resume performance.
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.2 Degraded Housekeeping - Increased index disorganization
• Punctual DELETEs produce pseudo-deletes inside index pages
• When table rows are deleted, index RIDs are pseudo-deleted, unless the delete
process has locked the entire table

Another critical disadvantage is related to the index disorganization.
Punctual DELETEs produce pseudo-deletes inside index pages:
When rows are deleted, index entries are not physically deleted unless the delete operation has exclusive control over the index page set.
These index entries are called pseudo-deleted index entries.
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.2 Degraded Housekeeping - Increased index disorganization
• Effects of pseudo-deletions
• Index size grows with increasing number of pseudo-deleted index entries
• More getpages and lock requests required
• Increased CPU cost and possibly longer elapsed times for access via index search
• Applications may encounter deadlocks and timeouts during INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE
• Collisions with committed pseudo-deleted index entries
• RID reuse by INSERT following DELETE  DEADLOCK

• Pseudo-deletes in indexes have to be deleted as soon as possible !

When Db2 has to do an INSERT:
as the index has to be always ordered, for each key to be inserted, Db2 has to find the position in which to insert it.
When Db2 encounters pseudo-deletes entries, Db2 could need to set an S lock in order to verify if the pseudo-delete entry has been committed
or not:
-

If Db2 succeeds to put the lock, it means that the DELETE has committed and the key can be really deleted

-

If Db2 doesn’t succeed to put the lock, Db2 has to wait  WAIT for lock/latch

Subsequent searches continue to access these pseudo-deleted entries, which can gradually degrade performance as more rows are deleted.
These pseudo-deleted index entries can also result in timeouts and deadlocks for applications that insert data into tables with unique indexes.
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.2 Degraded Housekeeping - Increased index disorganization
• Before Db2 11, only Reorg tablespace/index was able to fully delete
pseudo-deletes
• In Db2 11 new feature Automatic Index Cleanup enabled by default
• Db2 Subsystem Parameter INDEX_CLEANUP_THREADS
• Db2 Catalog table SYSIBM.SYSINDEXCLEANUP

• Tip: Evaluate to temporarily disable the cleanup process during
massive INSERT workloads  More frequent REORG INDEX required
to resume performance even if in Db2 11
Before Db2 11, DB2 attempted to clean up pseudo-empty index pages as part of SQL DELETE processing. Pseudo-empty index pages are pages
that contain only pseudo-deleted index entries. However, if some of the pseudo-deleted entries in the page were not committed during the
SQL DELETE processing, cleanup could not be performed. Therefore, some pseudo-empty pages were likely not cleaned up.
Only the REORG Tablespace or INDEX was able to remove the pseudo empty pages and pseudo deleted entries that were not cleaned up by the
mainline DELETE processing.

Db2 11 automatically cleans up pseudo-deleted index entries and pseudo-empty index pages. This enhancement can reduce the size of some
indexes, which can improve SQL performance and reduce the need to run the REORG INDEX utility.
Automated cleanup of pseudo-empty index pages and pseudo-deleted index entries is enabled for all indexes by default when the value of the
INDEX_CLEANUP_THREADS subsystem parameter is set to a non-zero value.
The solution has been designed to be non-disruptive i.e., the clean up task using conditional locking and latching, and if it collides with a
transaction it will back off.
However, you can specify time windows to enable or disable the index cleanup for the entire subsystem, for indexes in specific databases, or
for specific indexes, via Db2 Catalog table SYSIBM.SYSINDEXCLEANUP.
The rows in the SYSIBM.SYSINDEXCLEANUP table specify time windows to control index cleanup processing. Each row specifies a time window
to enable or disable the cleanup of pseudo-deleted index entries for specific database objects.
It could be convenient to evaluate to temporarily disable the cleanup process during time window known to be characterized by massive insert
processing, in order to avoid possible increase of index contention and latches.
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.3 REORG issue
• Bigger and highly Inserted/Deleted PBG require more frequent REORG
• Only the REORG TS-level lets to move rows between PBG partitions and
optimize the space usage
• REORG TS-level can be triggered on the following rules:
• % of unclustered insert operations
REORGCLUSTERSENS > 0 AND REORGUNCLUSTINS/TOTALROWS > 10%
OR
• % of overflows records
REORGNEARINDREF+REORGFARINDREF)/TOTALROWS > 5%

Bigger PBG require more frequent tablespace–level REORG, but …
Only the REORG TS-level lets to move rows between PBG partitions and optimize the space usage
▪

The REORG Part-level doesn’t move rows between partitions, so it doesn’t shrink partitions and the number of used partitions can only
increase.

▪

When the size of a PBG > 64GB, the REORG FULL requires huge resources in terms of sort work datasets and in terms of time

REORG TS-level can be executed only during the weekend and requires the monitoring of the resource usage and their duration grows with the
size of the table space
The performance degrade during the week as the REORG TS-level can be executed only during the weekend
You should not blindly perform tablespace REORG based on number of inserts, updates and deletes, but tablespace REORG criteria should be
primarily based on the following rules: % of unclustered insert operations: (REORGCLUSTERSENS > 0 AND REORGUNCLUSTINS/TOTALROWS >
10%), and % of overflows records: (REORGNEARINDREF+REORGFARINDREF)/TOTALROWS > 5%.
REORGCLUSTERSENS  Cluster order is important for query!
The number of times data has been read by SQL statements that are sensitive to the clustering sequence of the data since the last REORG or
LOAD REPLACE, or since the object was created.
REORGUNCLUSTINS  Insert not well-clustered!
The number of rows that were inserted that are not well-clustered with respect to the clustering index since the last REORG or LOAD REPLACE ,
or since the object was created. A record is well-clustered if the record is inserted into a page that is within 16 pages of the ideal candidate
page. The clustering index determines the ideal candidate page. A null value indicates that the number of not well clustered pages is unknown.
TOTALROWS:
The number of rows that are in the table space or partition.
OVERFLOW ROWS:
When insufficient free space is available for insert or update operations, DB2® often appends new rows at the end of the table, out of
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clustering sequence. When updates to existing rows mean that they cannot fit on the original page, DB2 creates indirect
references to overflow records on different data pages. When many of these records are physically located out of sequence,
performance suffers.
REORGNEARINDREF:
The number of overflow rows that are created and relocated near the pointer record since the last time the REORG and LOAD
REPLACE utilities were run, or since the object was created. For non-segmented table spaces, a page is near the present page if
the two page numbers differ by 16 or less. For segmented table spaces, a page is near the present page if the two page numbers
differ by SEGSIZE*2 or less. A null value indicates that the number of overflow rows that are near the pointer record is unknown.
REORGFARINDREF:
The number of overflow rows that are created and relocated far from the pointer record since the last time the REORG and
LOAD REPLACE utilities were run, or since the object was created. For non-segmented table spaces, a page is far from the
present page if the two page numbers differ by more than 16. For segmented table spaces, a page is far from the present page if
the two page numbers differ by at least (SEGSIZE*2)+1. A null value indicates that the number of overflow rows that are near
the pointer record is unknown.
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.3 REORG issue
• When the size of a PBG > 64GB, the REORG TS-level requires huge
resources in terms of sort work datasets and in terms of time
• REORG TS-level can be executed only during the weekend
• the performance degrades during the week  PERFORMANCE ISSUE!

• requires the monitoring of the resource usage and their duration grows with the
size of the table space  OPERATIONS ISSUE!

we had to manage 24 hours TS-level REORG that required to put online all virtual tape!

As the REORG Part-level doesn’t move rows between partitions, it doesn’t shrink partitions and the number of used partitions can only increase

So, only the REORG TS-level lets to move rows between PBG partitions and optimize the space usage, but
When the size of a PBG > 64GB, the REORG TS-Level requires huge resources in terms of sort work datasets and in terms of time
REORG TS-level can be executed only during the weekend, introducing both performance and operational issues:
- the performance degrade during the week as the REORG TS-level can be executed only during the weekend;
- it requires the monitoring of the resource usage and their duration grows with the size of the table space
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.4 Lessons Learned
Partition-By-Growth
Massive
INSERT

Progressive degradation:
complex space search
algorythm

Housekeeping Via punctual DELETEs,
increases elapsed time, data
and index disorganization
REORG

Partition-By-Range
Rows inserted in specific
partition: no spin around for
space search
Via Db2 utility at part level,
requires less time and less
REORG

Mandatory REORG TS-level
REORG is enough at part
with impacts on performances level, reducing
and operations
elapsed/contention
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.4 Lessons Learned
• UTS PBG should be used as a 'logical' replacement for classic segmented
table space, but maintaining its 64 GB limit
• UTS PBG was introduced to allow a classic segmented table space to
eventually overrun the 64GB limit by a little amount and to allow an easy
way to convert a segmented to a partitioned table space
• UTS PBG should not be used as a general standard for partitioned table
spaces
40
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.4 Lessons Learned
Summarizing:
If we need to define table spaces expected to become bigger than 64 GB,
then such table spaces should most definitely be defined as

UTS Partition-By-Range
PBR
41
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.4 Lessons Learned
• A PBR table space provides maximum partition independence from a utility
perspective
• PBR table spaces enable the use of page-range screening
• PBR table spaces enable the use of Partitioned Indexes
• A PBR table space can be a great choice for a table that would be effectively
partitioned on a time-period basis
• Define PBR the objects where you need to perform a daily clean-up
42
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2. UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
2.4 Lessons Learned
but…mainly if you are in Data Sharing…

Keep attention on the partitioning key choice!

to be continued….
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For sure it is better to choose an UTS PBR table space type for tables expected to grow over 64 GB,
but even with PBR it is extremely important to carefully choose the partitioning key, mainly if we are working in a Data Sharing environment as
it will be described in the next chapter.
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3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
GLOBAL CONTENTION for Page P-Lock
1. Serialization on Index Leaf Pages
2. Serialization on Data Pages with Row Level Locking (RLL)
3. Serialization on Space Map Pages
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In both the 2 types of UTS, PBR and PBG, when working in Data Sharing it is very important to avoid the following 3 types of serializations
that can generate global contention for page p-lock:
-

Serialization on Index Leaf Pages

-

Serialization on Data Pages with Row Level Locking (RLL)

-

Serialization on Space Map Pages
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3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
GLOBAL CONTENTION for Page P-Lock

45

In order to understand what is the Global Contention for Page P-lock in data sharing, firstly we must to understand how data is updated in a
data sharing environment.
Imagine that we have a 3-way data sharing group.
Suppose that an application issues an UPDATE statement from DB2A. The data that is being updated does not already reside in either the
member's own buffer pool or the group buffer pool; therefore, DB2A retrieves the data from disk and updates the data in its own buffer pool.
Simultaneously, DB2A gets the appropriate locks to prevent another member from updating the same data at the same time. After the
application commits the UPDATE, DB2A releases the corresponding locks. The changed data page remains in DB2A's buffer pool.
Next, suppose another application, that runs on DB2B, needs to update the same data page. DB2 dynamically detects inter-DB2 interest in the
page set, so DB2A writes the changed data page to the group buffer pool. DB2B then retrieves the data page from the group buffer pool into its
local buffer pool.
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3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
GLOBAL CONTENTION for Page P-Lock

P-Lock!
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After the application that runs on DB2B commits the UPDATE, DB2B moves a copy of the data page into the group buffer pool. This invalidates
the data page in DB2A's local buffer pool: this invalidation is named cross-invalidation:
The cross invalidation occurs from the group buffer pool.
Now when DB2A attempts to reread the data, it detects that the data page in its own local buffer pool is invalid. Therefore, it reads the latest
copy of the data from the group buffer pool.
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3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
GLOBAL CONTENTION for Page P-Lock
• A Physical-Lock (P-Lock) ) must be obtained on a page to preserve
physical consistency of the data between members in Data Sharing
• A P-Lock could be
• Page-Set P-Lock
• Partition P-Lock
• Page P-Lock

• Page P-Lock act as a “Global Latch” and its status cannot be
negotiated as it is for Page-Set/Partition P-Lock
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Physical locks (P-locks) must be obtained on a page to preserve physical consistency of the data between members.
Physical locks are used only in data sharing environments.
A physical-lock can be one of 3 types:
Page-set, partition or page p-lock.
The first two, page-set and partition p-lock can be negotiated, while the page p-lock cannot be negotiated and just produce serialization on the
page.
Page P-locks are used, for example, when two subsystems attempt to update the same page of data and row locking is in effect.
Because of the possible increase in P-lock activity with row locking, evaluate carefully before using row locking in a data sharing environment. If
you have an update-intensive application process, the amount of page p-lock activity might increase the overhead of data sharing.
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3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
GLOBAL CONTENTION for Page P-Lock
• Page P-Lock is used to serialize concurrent updates on the same page
• The Page P-Lock is used in the following cases:
1. Serialization on Index leaf page update

2. Serialization on Row Level Locking (RLL) Data page update
3. Serialization on Space Map page update
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Page P-locks are used when two or more subsystems attempt to update the same page.
The main situations that produce page p-locking are the following 3:
▪

Concurrent update of the same index page  Serialization on Index leaf page update

▪

Concurrent update of the same data page when LOCKSIZE ROW Serialization on Row Level Locking (RLL) for data page update

▪

Concurrent update of the same space map page  Serialization on Space Map page update

Because of the possible increase in P-lock activity with row locking, evaluate carefully before using row locking in a data sharing environment. If
you have an update-intensive application process, the amount of page p-lock activity might increase the overhead of data sharing.
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3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
3.1 Page P-Lock - Index update
• Page P-Lock Index effects
• General long elapsed (> 2 sec) for INSERT transactions
• Almost all the elapsed was in DB2 and mainly in DB2 latches
A true lock is handled by DB2 using the IRLM; however DB2 can lock resources
without going to the IRLM: this type of lock is called a latch
When a latch is taken instead of a lock, it is handled in the Buffer Manager by
internal DB2 code; so the cross-memory service calls to the IRLM are eliminated.
Latches are usually held only briefly—for a shorter duration than locks and are
used when a resource serialization situation is required for a short time such as for
example during the index page-splitting.
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We can identify that the main reason of our Page P-Lock overhead is mainly due to Index update, analyzing the following effects of page p-lock
on index:
-

Long elapsed for Insret transactions that massively insert sequential keys of the index  as an index must be always ordered, sequential
keys must be sequentially inserted, tipically filling the last index page and when the last index page will be filled, generating an index split.

-

Index splitting increases the counters of DB2 latches, mainly LC 06 that identifies the number of index page splits.
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UTS PBG limitations when tables get bigger
Degraded INSERT due to DB2 latches

50

Using SMF records and a program to produce reports, such as for example IBM Omegamon DB2 Performance Monitor, it is possible to produce
a report that shows for each package the DB2 elapsed, compared to the total elapsed, and shows also how much time is suspension time for
DB2 internal latch.
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3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
3.1 Page P-Lock - Index update

Hotspot
index page

• LC06 identifies the number of index page split for Index B-tree
structure modification
• Almost all the latches are generated by index-page split: 8949,23/sec!
LATCH CNT
--------LC01-LC04
LC05-LC08
LC09-LC12
LC13-LC16
LC17-LC20
LC21-LC24
LC25-LC28
LC29-LC32
LC254

/SECOND
-------0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
45.44
0.00
154.14

/SECOND
-------0.00
8949.23
129.42
265.66
0.00
0.00
2.79
16.08

/SECOND
-------0.00
0.87
60.55
0.00
7.81
870.36
1.77
0.70

/SECOND
-------0.00
0.00
46.65
1.40
0.00
183.99
0.19
262.64
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The statistics report showed that almost all the latches are generated by index page- split, see the following extract from the statistics report on
September 21st between 19:15 – 19:20
where LC06 identifies the number of index page split per second = 8949,23
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3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
3.1 Page P-Lock - Index update
• Relief options
• DON'T assume the indexes are the right ones  the perfect index is the index
that doesn't exist!
• Check LASTUSED RTS value and DROP unused indexes!
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In order to alleviate the hotspot index page phenomenon, and reduce the index page split, the following short term solutions can be applied:
First of all it is extremely important to drop all unused indexes: each index represents a brake during the INSERTs workload so, in order to
speed up the INSERTs, it is extremely important to avoid the overhead to maintain an index that is not used.
Check LASTUSED RTS value and DROP unused indexes!
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3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
3.1 Page P-Lock - Index update
• Relief options
• Use “Virtual Indexes” and EXPLAIN before IX proliferation
• Increase IX Page Size progressively and check effects
• Tune Freepage & Pctfree + frequent Reorg + accurate Statistics
• Increase the free space avoiding the page split (ex. FREEPAGE 5 - PCTFREE 50)
• Daily INDEX reorganization
(REORGLEAFFAR+REORGLEAFNEAR)*100/NACTIVE>=18
• Consider INCLUDE INDEX usage
53

In order to reduce the number of index page splitting, it is important to:
-

Use “Virtual Indexes” and EXPLAIN before IX proliferation

-

increase the index page size progressively up to the maximum admitted size,that is 32KB, and check effects

-

leave in each page 50% of free space with PCTFREE 50

-

leave one free page any 5 pages with FREEPAGE 5 so as to accommodate new index keys being inserted

As time goes by and new keys are inserted these spaces gets filled up.
Thats why we need to REORG from time to time so as to align the index keys in near pages again and again allocate free pages for future
insertion.
REORGLEAFFAR + REORGLEAFNEAR corresponds to the number of index page splits occurred since last REORG, REBUILD INDEX, or LOAD
REPLACE:
where
- REORGLEAFFAR corresponds to:
the number of index page splits that occurred since the last REORG, REBUILD INDEX, or LOAD REPLACE in which the higher part of the split page
was far from the location of the original page. The higher part is far from the original page if the two page numbers differ by more than 16.
- REORGLEAFNEAR corresponds to:
The number of index page splits that occurred since the last REORG, REBUILD INDEX, or LOAD REPLACE in which the higher part of the split page
was near the location of the original page. The higher part is near the original page if the two page numbers differ by 16 or less.
- NACTIVE corresponds to:
The number of active pages in the index.
Such indicators can be used to evaluate when it is time to reorganize the index:
When the number of index page splits is greater than 18% of total number of index pages, the REORG index can rebalance the index binary tree
and reduce the latch contention.
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3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
3.2 Page P-Lock – RLL Data update

Hotspot
data page

• Page P-locks are used when two subsystems attempt to update the
same page of data and row locking is in effect (LOCKSIZE ROW):
• In an insert/update-intensive application process, the amount of page p-lock
activity might increase the overhead of Data Sharing

• LOCKSIZE ROW should be very carefully implemented in Data Sharing
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Page P-locks are used, for example, when two subsystems attempt to update the same page of data and row locking is in effect.
Because of the possible increase in P-lock activity with row locking, evaluate carefully before using row locking in a data sharing environment. If
you have an update-intensive application process, the amount of page p-lock activity might increase the overhead of data sharing.
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3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
3.2 Page P-Lock – RLL Data update
• Relief options
• DON'T abuse of Row Level Locking
• If RLL strictly needed in a small table, consider ALTER LOCKSIZE PAGE MAXROWS 1
• If RLL strictly needed in a big table, consider LOCKSIZE ROW, but only in
conjunction with MAXROWS 255 and MEMBER CLUSTER; if clustering is needed,
plan a more aggressive Reorg SHR CHANGE policy
• In extreme massive INSERT scenarios, carefully evaluate table APPEND attribute
55
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3. UTS PBG & PBR Data Sharing traps to be aware
3.3 Page P-Lock – Space Map Page

Hotspot
space map
page

• Page P-locks are used when two subsystems attempt to insert/update
the same space map page
• Relief options
• MEMBER CLUSTER
• TRACKMOD NO
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Page P-locks are used, for example, when two subsystems attempt to update the same space map page in a UTS:
- consider the MEMBER CLUSTER option when there are many inserts to the same table from multiple members;
- Consider TRACKMOD NO when there are frequent updates from multiple members; This option can degrade incremental image copy
performance. If you rarely or never use incremental copies, or if you use DFSMS™ concurrent copies and LOGONLY recovery, then
choosing TRACKMOD NO can help transaction performance. No incremental copy is taken
Because of the possible increase in P-lock activity with row locking, evaluate carefully before using row locking in a data sharing environment. If
you have an update-intensive application process, the amount of page p-lock activity might increase the overhead of data sharing.
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4. Conclusions
• Choose UTS PBR table space type for tables getting bigger than 64 GB
• Exploit Db2 utilities at part level

• Spend time to design the best partitioning Key enabling to:
• Spread INSERTs/UPDATEs/DELETEs all over the table (i.e. on as many partitions
as possible)
• Drop unused indexes and reduce Non-Partitioned Indexes at minimum

• Do REORG
• Frequent Reorg table space
• At least reorg indexes, when not possible to run frequent reorg table space
57
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